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Integrated Network Discovery & Automation

Your Challenge
Everybody has heard of network automation, and most want to
implement network automation projects, but very few are doing it
successfully, and at a pace that suits their network growth.
It's resource intensive, there’s plenty that can go wrong – all in all,
a daunting task, made worse if network team don’t have visibility
into the state of their ever-growing, increasingly complex network.

Our Solution
IP Fabric is a Network Assurance Platform that automates
discovery and documentation – an immediate win that knocks out
90% of the manual work you need to even start an automation
project. From there, IP Fabric continuously validates that your
automation workﬂows align with your intent.
The Itential Automation Platform is a low-code solution that
seamlessly connects IT systems with network technologies for
rapidly designing and deploying end-to-end network automation
workﬂows.
Together, they allow teams to forge ahead on automation projects
without distrust in change processes, without the fear of network
unknowns, and with a clear picture of how every deployment will
affect your network as a whole.
Accelerating your network automation with conﬁdence - buoyed
by network assurance - sets you up for a smooth road to the
eventual self-driving network.

Beneﬁts
Increase the pace of your automation efforts
Automate 90% of automation effort
Add an intent-based approach your network
management
Proactively understand your network connectivity,
conﬁguration, and compliance
Make automation tooling more accessible to teams
with different skills sets
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A complete and
accurate network
baseline

Easily available
network documentation,
automatically updated

Checks to measure
compliance with
pre-deﬁned intent

End-to-end path
simulation
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Codeless integrations
to any system

Automated network
changes that are
continuously validated
against your intent,
made with conﬁdence,
and triggered when the
network drifts beyond a
measured threshold from
desired behavior.

Visually orchestrate
automations ﬂows;
no need for scripting

Use APIs to make use of
data in management and
documentation tooling

What is Network Assurance ?
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INVENTORY
Have an accurate and complete inventory of your network, always up-to-date
through automatic discovery and documentation.

CONFIGURATION
Know where all devices are in the network and know that the appropriate
conﬁguration is applied.

STATE
See, through point-in-time snapshots, that conﬁgurations are being
interpreted by all devices correctly to deliver forwarding behaviour on each
device as expected. No matter the device vendor, this data is normalized for a
uniﬁed view.

TOPOLOGY
See exactly how each device sits in the wider context of the network, giving you
a ‘big picture’ perspective. By making use of the state information, we infer the
relationships between devices across multiple layers.

FORWARDING BEHAVIOR
Using all the data from these layers of interpretation to create a network
model; insight into forwarding behavior end to end. This enables monitoring of
application behavior across the entire network.

What can you do with all this information (provided by IP Fabric)
in your automation workﬂows (built using Itential)?
Use IPF in your automation workﬂow to identify the devices, for example, you want
to target in an automation workﬂow, adding a targeted approach and nuance to
your workﬂow building.
Test the workﬂow after implementation to ensure the network is behaving as expected
Validate your network source(s) of truth
Use snapshots of the network to trigger automation projects should your network
behavior drift from desired intent.
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The Source(s) of Truth with IPF & Itential
On this oft-debated topic, Itential and IP Fabric both takes the stance of there
being multiple sources of truth that are considered when applying an intent-based
networking approach.
Network automation generally – and intent-based networking speciﬁcally – requires
that you can express an intent against which you build and test your network state.
It is rare that intent is represented in a single system or “Source of Truth” especially as
the network continues to grow in size and complexity. Large enterprises will typically
use a plethora of systems and tools which are incredibly difﬁcult to keep consistent
and updated. Itential’s Automation Platform has API access to all of these systems
and thus can use them to provide data to the automation process; and IP Fabric
fetches the same data from the network itself – regardless of domain and vendor –
and so can be use to validate that those Sources of Truth contain accurate
representative data.

Use cases
Network Changes
Deployment of a New Service
SD-WAN Migration
Service Assurance Inventory Sync & Reconciliation

More resources
Presentation | IP Fabric: Automate & Innovate 2022
Presentation | NFD at CLUS2022 - Automation with Assurance
Blog | Kristen Rachels: Redeﬁning Network Automation as a State of Mind
Article | Daren Fulwell: “Network Automation is a point solution”
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ABOUT IP FABRIC
IP Fabric is solving Network Assurance for large enterprises by creating a digital twin
of the entire network infrastructure, containing information about every technology
and protocol, and capable of simulating forwarding and security scenarios. IP Fabric's
network model is also used as a Network Source of Truth for network automation
initiatives, serving as an API for the entire network. IP Fabric was recognized by
Gartner as Cool Vendor in Network Automation for 2022.

Don’t take our word for it

REQUEST A DEMO
Request a demo and discover how to
increase your networks visibility & get better
time efﬁciency.
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